
Four Women, Four Views 
On Tuesday 30th of October Showcase Gallery held 
a very successful panel discussion consisting of four 
women; Francesca Galliani, Heike Buelau, Manal Al 
Dowayan and Noor Al Suwaidi. There were three main 
issues discussed; labelling and compartmentalizing 
of art and artists, the socioeconomic impact of art 
globally and the implications of place. After which 
point, the conversation was opened out to the 
audience and a very vibrant question and answer 
session ensued.

For those of you who missed it, or perhaps just 
want to recall some of the points mentioned, I have 
attempted to encapsulate what was said here:

Views on labelling and women’s only exhibitions

Francesca mentioned the National Museum of Women in the 
Arts in Washington. It was acknowledged that there is not a 
mens museum, which if there was, may seem ludicrous. The 
reason being is that ‘art has no gender’ (quote by Marina 
Abramovic) and it seems superfluous to categorise artists by 
their genders rather than the artwork itself. As Noor pointed 
out, no one wants to be recognised for the wrong reasons. 
She described a situation in which she was asked to be a 
part of a women’s only exhibition, although appreciative, 
she felt that she would rather have felt she was being asked 
as a consequence of her art rather than her gender. Manal 
addressed other labels such as region or nationality, ‘Middle 
Eastern artists’, for example. Despite being from an array of 
different countries, all women agreed they see themselves 
as citizens of the world rather than representatives of a 
specific region. However, they did note that regional labels 
are sometimes necessary to allow people to identify and 
understand things on a more general level. Heike made an 
important point about the complexities of making a broad 
statement about ‘labelling’; The maturity and development 
of a certain markets changes what these labels might mean 
and how necessary they are. For example, Dubai is a much 
younger market than New York or London. Subsequently, we 
cannot use the same labels and expect them to be accepted 
in the same way by different audiences.

Views on the socioeconomic impact of art globally 

Manal triggered this conversation by asking about artist 
intentions. She asked what it was that made people 
get out of bed in the morning and make art? Francesca 
believed it to be something that is an intrinsic part of her 
nature. A necessity almost. She mentioned that in the past 
governments have destroyed art as part of censorship. Was 
this not reason enough to believe that art really could be a 
weapon for change? She pointed out that her recent body of 
work on Angola was created with a view to challenge former 
perceptions of the country. Instead of focusing on the misery 
of Angola publicised previously, she wanted to celebrate the 
joy and energy of the country and convey a larger universal 
message of strength and determination against all odds. 

Manal spoke of art as a platform from which to address 
various social issues. One project of Manal’s addressed 
the issue of Saudi women’s names (It is offensive in Saudi 
culture for men to mention the names of the women in their 
lives). Although many of the women were unaware of the 
implications of contemporary art worldwide, they engaged 
in the experience of the project and took something valuable 
away from it. 

Noor, being a studio artist, shed a different light on the 
question at hand. Although being a studio artist means that 
interaction with people is much more limited, the impact of 
her work lies in it’s ability to inspire others. Noor also raised 
the issue of self censorship. How much do we create our 
own red lines and boundaries? Heike pointed out that state/
government, societal and self censorship all work together 
and alongside one another. Once you develop a mind set to 
overcome these boundaries you can use it to tackle almost 
anything. Her work is mostly abstract as for her, abstraction 
represents an openness of mind.

It was agreed that being contextually aware is key in 
matters regarding censorship of any form. An artist should 
not be afraid to enter a new environment and should have 
the sensitiveness to be able to work within the confines of 
this space. Sometimes working within restrictions bring new 
and surprising ideas to the table. Francesca can associate 
with this very well as she worked extensively in fashion 
photography which is rife with such limitations. Developing 
a skill to be able to work within such confines is something 
that has been translated to her fine art work. Manal adds 
to this by saying that our minds are always one step ahead, 
knowing when your work is ready to be seen in a certain 
context and what the reactions may be. 

The implications of place

It was universally agreed that travelling allows us to meet 
many more people, however, also engage with more people 
on a deeper level. Having an understanding of other cultures 
is a touch point that allows us to connect to people we may 
otherwise have nothing in common with. 

All four women discussed Dubai in some detail. Manal and 
Noor knowing the city well obviously had very different 
views to Francesca and Heike as visitors. Everyone agreed 
that the more you dwell in a city the more you see. After 
some time your senses cease to be overwhelmed and you 
can start to notice details and particulars about a city. 
Heike used the analogy of a baby to describe Dubai; she 
said people in Dubai are always busy and rushing, the city 
takes from its inhabitants but there is not much in exchange. 
The cultural returns are not as great as in other older cities. 
Perhaps in the same way a baby takes from it’s parents 
more than it can give back. This point was later argued by 
one of the audience members. However, it was agreed that 
understanding a city for what is it and then embracing it for 
all those limitations is what allows us to move forward and 
create great things. 




